Friday
Evenings:
Nov 26/ Dec 17/
Jan 21/ Jan 28/
Feb 25
WINTER
SERIES

January 21st: The One Thousand
Character Classic –

TEAHOUSE BERLIN
Winter Series 2021/2022 @C*SPACE
Welcome to hangout for tea together, join
our talks, be inspired by artist presentations.
Schedule on 5 Fridays between November
2021 and February 2022:
5–7 pm – Open TEATIME Hangout
6:30 pm - Food: Noodles
7–9 pm – Talks, Art Presentations, Dialogues

November 26th: Radical Soup
– Hong Kong on my mind
Communication designer Roman Wilhelm and head of
typography lab at UDK Berlin will present his work on
Hongkong that consist of three parts: “Arbitrary Messages
” / “Xu Shen in Hong
from the Streets
” / “Thousand Character Classic of the
Kong
”. Before the work will be shown at
Streets
Künstlerhaus Dortmund on December 11, we are honored
to feature a mini-preview-exhibition at C*SPACE,
including a presentation and artist talk with Roman.

December 17th: Pop-Up Teahouse
2021 Celebrations
This Teahouse edition is there to cherish the rich output of
the Pop-Up Teahouse 2021 project. We will look at: The
Video of “Water / /Wasser” site-specific dance project
by Tian Gao and Giorgio di Santis, and at the Teahouse
photo documentary art works by Wang Keyao and
Davide di Palo. We will hear more perspectives from
actors we got to know at the Teahouse this summer: The
AKV - Asiatischer Künstlerverein e.V. Berlin and their cofounders, artist and curator Li Zhenhua and Ang DuWeißenbrunner will be our guests. Beyond that, there will
definitely be more surprise pop-ups that evening!

Eva Lüdi Kong, Swiss based Sinologue, is the author of the
German translation of the most popular Chinese Novel
“Journey to the West” (2019) as well as of the German
/ Der
translation of the “1000-Character-Classic /
1000-Zeichen Klassiker” (Reclam, 2018). We will have the
honor to welcome her to indulge with us into the wisdom
manifested in the artwork “Common Space – Everything
”. The Talk will be joined by Adam Langer,
Flows
Agency&, co-curator of the art work Common Space at
C*SPACE, and by Andreas Schmid, who – in that context
- will lead another in-depth calligraphy workshop on
Jan 22th (see info separate flyer).

January 28th: The Magic of YUANFEN
“The Magic of YUANFEN – Searching for Masters of Healing and Ancient Chinese Wisdom”, book project (Kerber
Verlag, 2019) by Stefanie Schweiger and Phobe Hui.
Stefanie, photographer and co-author, will take us on a
visual journey to places and people she met during her
travels. A glimpse into the “making-off” (video), and
listening to stories (audio book) will be followed by a talk
on “The hidden diversity of traditional wisdom and spiritual practices behind China’s modern and political façade” hosted by Christina Sadeler, who previously worked
at the Heinrich-Boell Foundation in Beijing and Berlin.

February 25th: Teahouse
Science Fiction Night
For the February Teahouse edition the creators of the
magazine “Kapsel” will be our guests. “Kaspel” is the
only magazine outside of China that is exclusively
devoted to Chinese SF. That night, “Kaspel” will present
their work, recent projects and will take the guests on a
journey through the Chinese Science Fiction cosmos.
Moderation: Dr. Jing Bartz
PROGRAM CURATION LEAD: Katja Hellkötter

REGISTRATION REQUIRED: info@c-space.eu
GENERAL ENTRY FEE: Free.
TEA & SNACKS: Euro 5,-/ FOOD: Euro 10,COVID POLICY: As to latest regulation by Berlin Senate
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C*SPACE
ADRESS: Langhansstrasse 86,
13086 Berlin, on TRAM-line M 12/13
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